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ABSTRACT
The nature of cosmic rays (CRs) and their transport in galaxy clusters is probed by
several observations. Radio observations reveal synchrotron radiation of cosmic ray
electrons (CRe) spiraling around cluster magnetic fields. γ-ray observations reveal
hadronic reactions of cosmic ray protons (CRp) with gas nuclei which produce pions.
No such cluster-wide γ-ray signal has been measured, putting an upper limit on the
density of CRp in clusters. But the presence of CRe implies some source of CRp, and
consequently there must be some CRp loss mechanism. We quantify the observational
constraints on this mechanism assuming that losses are dominated by CR transport,
ultimately deriving lower limits on this transport. Using the Coma cluster as an ex-
ample, we find that bulk outward speeds of 10-100 km s−1 are sufficient to reduce
γ-radiation below current upper limits. These speeds are sub-Alfve´nic and are consis-
tent with a self-confinement model for CR transport if the magnetic field is coherent
on large scales. If transport is diffusive, we require minimum diffusion coefficients of
1031-1032 cm2s−1. This is consistent with CRs free streaming at the speed of light
along a field tangled on length scales of a few kpc. We find that a model of the Coma
cluster with a tangled field and the self-confinement picture together can be consistent
with observations if the relative acceleration efficiency of CR protons is less than 15
times more than electrons of the same energy. This value is 3-6 times lower than the
same quantity for Galactic cosmic rays.
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxy clusters are the largest (∼ 1014 − 1015M) gravi-
tationally bound objects in the Universe and are host to a
plethora of physical processes ranging orders of magnitude
in scale length and energy. The energy budget of clusters
includes several non-thermal components, such as magnetic
fields and cosmic rays (CRs), which are potentially impor-
tant in cluster dynamics. For instance, wave heating by CRs
has been proposed as a heating mechanism to prevent cool-
ing catastrophes in cool core (CC) clusters (Loewenstein
et al. (1991); Guo & Oh (2008)).
Some information about the magnetic and CR content
of clusters can be determined from radio observations, which
in some clusters reveal large scale diffuse synchrotron emis-
sion from cosmic ray electrons (CRe). These giant radio ha-
los provide insight into the nature of cluster-wide magnetic
fields and CR transport. The Coma radio halo in particular
has been the target of several radio observations and studies
(see Deiss et al. (1997), Thierbach et al. (2003), Brown &
Rudnick (2011), and Brunetti et al. (2012) for just a few
examples).
Cosmic ray protons (CRp) can be independently de-
tected from their hadronic reactions - neutral pions pro-
duced in high energy hadronic collisions decay into γ-rays
(charged pions also produced in these collisions decay into
CR electrons and positrons, referred to as ‘CR secondaries’).
Since γ-radiation can also be produced as inverse Comp-
ton emission from high energy electrons up-scattering cos-
mic microwave background (CMB) photons, any detection
of γ-rays is only an upper bound on the rate of hadronic re-
actions. However, while γ-radiation has been seen in several
galaxies, no diffuse cluster-wide γ-ray emission has yet been
detected despite deep searches with γ-ray telescopes such
as the Fermi Large Area Telescope (see Huber et al. (2013)
and Ackermann et al. (2016) for just two examples). These
non-detections put strict upper limits on the CRp content
of galaxy clusters.
In this paper we describe a theory of CRs which com-
bines a given radio halo detection with a γ-ray flux upper
limit to derive a minimum CRp transport speed. In simple
terms, if CRs are being accelerated in a cluster at a rate con-
sistent with its radio emission, they must escape the cluster
on short enough time scales in order to bring the CRp den-
sity low enough to explain the lack of γ-rays. This escape
rate depends on the assumed parameters of our model, in-
cluding magnetic field topology and relative acceleration ef-
ficiency of protons to electrons. We will specify to the Coma
cluster, but the analysis is general.
It should be noted that ours is far from the first study of
cosmic ray transport in galaxy clusters. Enßlin et al. (2011)
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assumed radial transport at the local sound speed. Wiener
et al. (2013) and Wiener et al. (2018) assumed radial trans-
port at a speed determined by equating the rate at which
cosmic rays excite the waves that confine them through
the streaming instability to the rate at which the waves
are damped in the cluster plasma (see Zweibel (2017) for
a review). These studies are appropriate when the magnetic
field is relatively well ordered and the cosmic rays stream
down their density gradient at all times. Other work has,
in contrast, suggested that CR diffusion times are of order
the age of the universe, and so CRs are effectively confined
to their host galaxy clusters (Vo¨lk et al. (1996), Berezin-
sky et al. (1997), Brunetti & Jones (2014)). This can occur
if there are enough externally-driven MHD waves that the
self-confinement picture fails, or if the magnetic field is tan-
gled enough that even CRs free streaming at the speed of
light do not leave the cluster in a Hubble time. Here we do
not ascribe to any particular magnetic field topology or level
of turbulence, but instead seek to translate observations of
radio and γ-ray emission into constraints on a set of cluster
parameters which includes them. Additional observational
constraints on the magnetic field in a cluster would then
serve, combined with this analysis, to constrain the remain-
ing model parameters, and vice versa.
In §2 we briefly review the theory of CR transport in
the regime relevant to galaxy clusters. We establish a frame-
work for discussing the evolution and steady state conditions
of CR electrons and protons, and make some limiting as-
sumptions. We broadly consider two transport models, bulk
advection or streaming at speed vt, and diffusion with dif-
fusivity κ.
In §3 we review the connection between synchrotron
emission and the underlying CRe population. From the im-
plied CRe production rate we determine the CRp popula-
tion in two limits. In §3.4.1, we assume that the CRe are all
primaries (i.e. accelerated by the same processes that pro-
duce CRp). In this limit, which is akin to the re-acceleration
model of radio halos, the CRp production rate is determined,
and we must model CRp transport in order to predict an
equilibrium CRp density to compare against γ-ray obser-
vations. In §3.4.2, we assume instead that the CRe are all
secondary particles, i.e. the hadronic model of radio halos.
In this limit the predicted CRe production rate translates
directly into a CRp density and no constraints on CRp trans-
port are made.
In §4 we review the connection between γ-ray emission
and CRp to derive constraints on the CRp population from
the upper limits on the γ-ray flux. We combine the analy-
sis of §3 to derive (parameter-dependent) lower limits on CR
transport in the case where CRe are dominated by primaries.
This is pictorialized in the simplified schematic of CR pro-
cesses shown in figure 1b. The opposite case, where CRe are
dominated by secondaries, is pictorialized in the simplified
schematic shown in figure 1c. In this case, rather than lim-
its on CR transport, we get predictions of γ-ray emission to
compare directly with observations. In §5 we apply the anal-
ysis in §§3 and 4 to the Coma cluster. In §6 we check some
of the assumptions made in the analysis for consistency. We
find that the minimum transport rates derived for CRp in
the primary model are so slow that appreciable secondaries
would be generated before the CRp escape.
In §7 we summarize and draw conclusions. Our main
result is that if the cosmic ray electrons are primary par-
ticles, then with standard assumptions about the magnetic
field strength and spatial profile in Coma, and Milky Way
like assumptions about the ratio of proton to electron cos-
mic ray sources, the streaming speeds calculated in Wiener
et al. (2013) and Wiener et al. (2018) are high enough to
prevent proton cosmic rays from generating a detectable γ-
ray signal provided the magnetic field is not tangled below
about 100 kpc. But, if the magnetic field is dominated by
turbulence on 10s of kpc scales, as suggested by the obser-
vations of Bonafede et al. (2010), cosmic rays build up in
intensity to a level that should produce a detectable γ-ray
signal for certain choices of our model parameters. The γ-ray
non-detections therefore impose limits on these parameters.
One potential use of this limit is to constrain the relative
acceleration efficiency of protons to electrons in a cluster.
In the opposite limit where the cosmic ray electrons are all
secondaries, we find that the radio detections and γ-ray non-
detections require a rather strong magnetic field.
2 COSMIC RAY TRANSPORT
In this section we introduce the basic CR transport equa-
tions. We first set up general evolution equations that we
will use in our analysis later on. These are general in the
sense that they encompass a large family of specific evolu-
tion models. We follow this with a brief description of one
of these specific models, the self-confinement regime of CR
transport. See Zweibel (2017), Skilling (1971), ?, or Kulsrud
(2005) for some examples of further review of CR transport
equations beyond what is covered here.
2.1 A Generalized Treatment
The population of cosmic rays in a system can be completely
described by its phase-space density function fi(r,p), which
is defined by
d6Ni(r,p) = fi(r,p)d
3rd3p, (1)
where d6Ni indicates the number of CRs in the phase-space
volume d3rd3p centered at (r,p). The subscript i indicates
different CR species (e for electrons, p for protons, etc.).
The evolution of such a CR population is then most gener-
ally described by the Vlasov equation, which expresses the
conservation of particles in phase-space:
∂fi(r,p)
∂t
+∇ · (fiv) +∇p ·
(
fi
dp
dt
)
= 0. (2)
(As written, equation (2) does not account for injection of
new particles; we add a source term below, in equation(3).)
We simplify equation (2) by imposing the limits inher-
ent in our system. We will approximate our galaxy clusters
as spherically symmetric systems, so we can integrate (2)
over the two angular coordinates. Furthermore, in the limit
of small mean free path due to scattering, CRs are nearly
isotropic in momentum space. Equation (2) then reduces to
∂fi(r, Ei)
∂t
+
1
r2
∂
∂r
(r2Fcr,i(r, Ei))
+
∂
∂Ei
(
E˙i(r, Ei)fi(r, Ei)
)
= si(r, Ei), (3)
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Figure 1. Schematic of relevant processes which dictate the density of CRs in a galaxy cluster and the resulting observable radio
and γ-radiation. Left: The full picture with all dominant processes. Middle: The assumption that CRe primaries dominate. Right: The
assumption that CRe secondaries dominate.
where the reduced distribution function is now defined by
d2Ni(r, Ei) = 4pir
2fi(r, Ei)drdEi.
In the above, d2Ni represents the number of CRs of species
i between cluster radii r and r + dr and having energy be-
tween E and E+dE. In (3), Fcr,i is the spherically-averaged
CR number flux per unit energy due to transport, which will
be determined by the given CR transport model. Changes
in energy are represented by the third term, with E˙i being
the rate of energy loss or gain per CR. Processes which pro-
duce CRs, such as acceleration or production in hadronic
collisions, are incorporated in the source function si, which
has dimensions of number per volume per unit energy per
unit time.
The main goal of this paper will be to use cluster ob-
servations to constrain Fcr,i, and so we do not restrict the
analysis to any specific CR transport model. In §2.2 we con-
sider the self-confinement model of transport for illustrative
purposes and to connect the general transport framework to
a physical theory, but the analysis presented in §§3 and 4 is
intended to be as general as possible.
We next apply our limiting assumptions for CRe and
CRp respectively to (3) and derive steady state equations
for each. Steady state should be a reasonable approximation
for CRe, which have short cooling times of ≈ 100 Myr for
the relevant energies of a few GeV. If the CRe sources in
the galaxy cluster do not change faster than this time scale,
the CRe density will be held in steady state. Even if the
sources fluctuate on faster time scales, the radiative losses
would respond to an effective time-smoothing of the CRe
source. The resulting CRe density would be a steady state
between the radiative cooling and this time-averaged source.
The “sources” used below should then be understood to be
time-smoothed on 100 Myr scales.
The steady state assumption is less robust for CRp
which have much longer cooling times. CRp sources are then
primarily offset by transport, which may in principle be very
slow. The current CRp density in a region of size L is then
determined by the CRp injection history within that re-
gion over a CRp crossing time. Assuming the CRp are in
steady state would therefore overpredict (underpredict) the
real density of CRp if the rate of CRp injection is higher
(lower) than the average over this time period. Again, any
sources discussed below can be thought of as time-smoothed
versions of some real CRp source. Further consideration of
time dependent models is beyond the scope of this paper.
As stated above, CRe suffer significant energy losses to
synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton (IC) emission.
We will therefore approximate advection and diffusion losses
as negligible, Fcr,e = 0, an approximation we will check after
the fact in §6. In the steady state, (3) then reduces to
∂
∂Ee
(
E˙e(r, Ee)fe(r, Ee)
)
= se(r, Ee). (4)
This has the simple interpretation that, in the steady state,
the divergence of any flux of CRe in energy space must be
balanced by a CRe source at every point. A CRe distribution
function fe(r, Ee) that suffers energy losses E˙e < 0 and is
replenished by source function se(r, Ee) therefore has the
steady state solution
fe(r, Ee) =
1
|E˙e|
∫ ∞
Ee
se(r, E
′
e)dE
′
e. (5)
It will be helpful to work in terms of Lorentz factor γe =
Ee/mec
2 instead of Ee. We define γe-dependent functions fe
and se as
fe(r, γe) = fe(r, Ee)
dEe
dγe
= mec
2fe(r, Ee),
se(r, γe) = mec
2se(r, Ee).
Equation (5) is then written
fe(r, γe) =
1
|γ˙e|
∫ ∞
γe
se(r, γ
′
e)dγ
′
e. (6)
CR protons above about 1 GeV have much longer cool-
ing times than electrons of the same energy (see Enßlin et al.
(2011) Figure 2). For protons we therefore approximate the
energy losses as negligible, E˙p = 0 (Adiabatic losses, which
are also included in E˙p, may be more significant. We discuss
these losses for the specific case of CR self-confinement in
§2.2 and the consider the effect of ignoring them in our anal-
ysis in §6). Equation (3) then reduces, in the steady state,
to
1
r2
∂
∂r
(r2Fcr,p(r, Ep)) = sp(r, Ep). (7)
Again this has a simple interpretation that in the steady
state, any CRp which leave a given volume must be replen-
ished by the source of CRp in that volume. The solution,
assuming the net transport is outward (Fcr,p > 0), is
Fcr,p =
1
r2
∫ r
0
r′2sp(r
′, Ep)dr
′. (8)
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To get any further we need to define Fcr,p, i.e. we
need categorize a model of CRp transport. We consider two
classes of models here, advection and diffusion. We reiterate
that we do not limit analysis to any specific model of CR
transport in this work. We use advection and diffusion as
two common limiting cases of CR transport that encompass
several specific transport models.
We first consider advection, wherein we characterize ra-
dial transport by some bulk speed vt which may in principle
vary with position and CRp energy:
Fcr,p(r, Ep) ≡ fp(r, Ep)vt(r, Ep). (9)
As we discuss in §2.2, the self-confinement streaming picture
is one example of a CR transport model which has this form.
We emphasize that this bulk speed vt is not the speed of any
individual CR, which is close to the speed of light, but rather
is a measure of the net flow defined by (9).
For a CR flux of this form, the steady state solution is
simply
fp(r, Ep) =
1
r2vt(r, Ep)
∫ r
0
r′2sp(r
′, Ep)dr
′. (10)
Evaluating this requires knowing vt and sp. This is done in
§3.4.1.
We next consider a diffusive model for CR transport,
where the CRp flux is
Fcr,p(r, Ep) ≡ −κ(r, Ep)∂fp(r, Ep)
∂r
(11)
for some diffusion coefficient κ. In this regime, the steady
state requirement (8) becomes
∂fp
∂r
= − 1
r2κ(r, Ep)
∫ r
0
r′2sp(r
′, Ep)dr
′.
We can find fp(r, Ep) from this by assuming the CRp den-
sity at some outermost cluster radius rmax is negligible and
integrating inward:
fp(r, Ep) =
∫ rmax
r
dr′′
(r′′)2κ(r′′, Ep)
∫ r′′
0
r′2sp(r
′, Ep)dr
′.
(12)
We evaluate this expression in §3.4.1.
2.2 A Specific Treatment
In this section we consider a specific model of CR trans-
port and show how it amounts to one case of the general
framework of §2.1. We describe the evolution of CRs in the
specific context where transport is mediated by scattering off
of Alfve´n waves traveling in both directions along the back-
ground magnetic field. The self-confinement streaming pic-
ture is a special case of this. In the self-confinement model,
the majority of Alfve´n waves present are generated by CR
pressure gradients via the CR streaming instability. CRs will
then flow in bulk at a speed which is determined by marginal
stability of these waves, and waves will only travel in one di-
rection (see Skilling (1971)).
? lays out the derivation in detail: starting from the
Vlasov equation (2), we first assume the fastest timescale in
the problem is the cosmic ray gyromotion in the background
magnetic field, and average (2) over gyration angle. We next
assume the second fastest timescale is the frequency of scat-
tering from Alfve´n waves traveling in both directions along
the magnetic field. Denote the scattering rate of CRs off of
forward- backward-moving Alfve´n waves as ν±, which will
depend on the CR momentum p and pitch angle cosine µ. ?
defines a (momentum-dependent) wave frame
u = v0 +
〈
3
2
(1− µ2)ν+ − ν−
ν+ + ν−
〉
vAn (13)
where v0 is the velocity of the gas, vA = B/
√
4piρ is the
Alfve´n speed, and n is a unit vector pointing in the direc-
tion of the background field. The angle brackets indicate
an average over µ. Note that in the limit where waves only
travel in one direction, as would be expected in the self-
confinement regime, this frame reduces to u = v0 ± vAn
for all momenta. Strictly, the self confinement model de-
scribes transport along magnetic fieldlines, which are not
necessarily radial, and predicts its own breakdown in situ-
ations where the field aligned components of the thermal
gas density gradient and cosmic ray pressure gradient are
antiparallel (Skilling 1971; ?), which is one reason why we
consider more general models here.
Shifting the gyration-averaged equation into this frame
and averaging over pitch angle, ? arrives at the following
equation for f¯i(r, p):
∂f¯i
∂t
+
∂
∂p3
(p3u) · ∇f¯i = (∇ · u)p3 ∂f¯i
∂p3
+
∇ · (D‖nn · ∇f¯i) + ∂
∂p3
(
9p4Dpp
∂f¯i
∂p3
)
(14)
with spatial and momentum diffusion coefficients defined by
D‖ = v
2
〈
1− µ2
2(ν+ + ν−)
〉
, (15)
Dpp = 4γ
2m2v2A
〈
1− µ2
2
ν+ν−
ν+ + ν−
〉
. (16)
Here, D‖ represents diffusion in space due to pitch-angle
scattering by the Alfve´n waves, while Dpp represents diffu-
sion in energy due to Fermi acceleration.
Note that f¯i(r, p) here is the average of the phase-space
density fi(r,p) over all momentum angles:
f¯i(r, p) =
1
4pi
∫∫
d2Ωp
d6N
d3rd3p
=
1
p2
d4N
d3rdp
.
This is not the same as the energy distribution function
fi(r, E) introduced in equation (3) and use throughout §2.1,
but they are related by1
fi(r, E) = p
2f¯i(r, p)
dp
dE
≈ p
2
c
f¯i(r, p). (17)
With this in mind, we cast the equation of motion (14) spe-
cific to the wave scattering model in the form of (3). To do
this, note that the second term on the left-hand side of (14)
can be written:
∂
∂p3
(p3u) · ∇f¯i = ∇ ·
[
f¯i
3p2
∂
∂p
(p3u)
]
− f¯i
3p2
∂
∂p
(p3∇ · u).
1 The angular spatial coordinates have been restored to fi in this
section for ease of comparison to ?.
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Likewise, the first term on the right-hand side of (14) can
be written:
(∇ · u)p3 ∂f¯i
∂p3
=
1
p2
∂
∂p
(
p3
3
f¯i∇ · u
)
− f¯i
3p2
∂
∂p
(
p3∇ · u) .
Equation (14) then becomes, after canceling terms and re-
arranging:
∂f¯i
∂t
+∇ ·
[
f¯i
3p2
∂
∂p
(p3u)
]
− 1
p2
∂
∂p
(
p3
3
f¯i∇ · u
)
=
∇ · (D‖nn · ∇f¯i) + 1
p2
∂
∂p
(
p2Dpp
∂f¯i
∂p
)
, (18)
or, multiplying both sides by p2/c and further rearranging
terms,
∂fi
∂t
+∇ ·
[
fi
3E2
∂
∂E
(E3u)−D‖nn · ∇fi
]
− ∂
∂E
[
E
3
fi∇ · u +Dpp ∂fi
∂E
]
= 0. (19)
This is now of the same form as (3), but without the source
term and with an additional diffusion term in energy space.
The two terms under the spatial divergence operator nicely
resemble the advective and diffusion forms of transport flux
respectively,
Fcr,adv =
fi
3E2
∂
∂E
(E3u) ≡ fivt,stream
⇒ vt,stream(r, E) = 1
3E2
∂
∂E
(E3u),
Fcr,diff = −D‖nn · ∇fi ≡ −Kstream(r, E) · ∇fi
⇒ Kstream(r, E) = D‖nn.
This model of CR transport is one example the general-
ized treatment of §2.1, where the CR flux has an advective
piece and a diffusive piece. The energy gains/losses include
a Fermi acceleration term and adiabatic energy changes
E˙adia =
E
3
∇ · u (20)
associated with the advective transport. This is the expected
adiabatic change for particles of a fluid with adiabatic index
γ = 4/3 and is likely to be a loss term due to the decrease
in gas density with radius. It is straightforward to add to
this specific model additional loss processes, like synchrotron
radiation, or source terms.
The comparison is even clearer in the self-confinement
limit, where waves only travel in one direction. Then Dpp =
0 and u = v0 ± vAn is independent of E, giving:
∂fi
∂t
+∇ · [fiu−D‖nn · ∇fi]− ∂
∂E
[
E
3
fi∇ · u
]
= 0, (21)
which is just equation (3) for the specific case of
Fcr,i = fiu−D‖nn · ∇fi,
E˙i = −E
3
∇ · u.
This reflects the physical description of the self-confinement
picture: CRs are carried along with the Alfve´n waves, with
some amount of diffusion, and suffer adiabatic losses.
3 PROPERTIES DETERMINED FROM RADIO
EMISSION
3.1 CRe Profile
As per Rybicki & Lightman (1979), an isotropic, spherically
symmetric, power law distribution of electrons
fe(r, γe) = Ce(r)γ
−αe
e
in the presence of a magnetic fieldB(r) will emit synchrotron
radiation with combined power per unit volume per unit
frequency given by2:
Ptot(ω, r) = Ce(r)
√
3pi
4pi(αe + 1)
e3B(r)
mec2
(
ωmec
3eB(r)
)−(αe−1)/2
× Γ
(
αe
4
+ 19
12
)
Γ
(
αe
4
− 1
12
)
Γ
(
αe
4
+ 5
4
)
Γ
(
αe
4
+ 7
4
) (22)
That is, a power law CRe distribution of index αe emits
a power law radio spectrum of index s = (αe−1)/2. Inverting
this relationship, an observed power law radio spectrum of
index s implies a power law CRe distribution of index αe =
2s+ 1. Let us rewrite (22) in terms of s, and also switch to
frequency ν instead of ω by multiplying by dω/dν=2pi.
Ptot(ν, r) = NCe(r)e
3B(r)
mec2
(
2piνmec
3eB(r)
)−s
(23)
N =
√
3pi
4s+ 4
Γ
(
s
2
+ 11
6
)
Γ
(
s
2
+ 1
6
)
Γ
(
s
2
+ 3
2
)
Γ
(
s
2
+ 2
)
To get the observed radio surface brightness at fre-
quency ν we would take a line integral of Ptot along a line of
sight through the cluster. This would involve a non-analytic
integral at every point on the sky that we wanted to compare
to observations. Let us instead consider the total radio power
emitted by the entire cluster. Denote the surface brightness
as a function of position on the sky (an observed quantity
with units Jy sr−1) by Sν(Ω). The power per unit volume
per frequency bin in radio (an intrinsic quantity with units
erg cm−3 s−1 Hz−1) is Ptot(ν, r) as given above in (23). Then
the total observed flux can be expressed in two ways:∫
d2ΩSν(Ω) =
1
4piD2
∫
d3V Ptot(ν, r)
∫ θmax
0
2pi sin θdθSν(θ) =
∫ rmax
0
dr
r2
D2
Ptot(ν, r) (24)
Here we have assumed the cluster is spherically symmetric,
is a distance D away, and has some maximum extent on the
sky θmax = rmax/D. We have also neglected geometric effects
of the size of the cluster by approximating the distance to
2 Although we formally integrate the contribution of each elec-
tron over all Ee to obtain this expression, only a certain range
of energies will contribute significantly. Namely, there is an ex-
ponential cutoff in the differential power emitted at low Ee (the
location of this cutoff depends on the frequency ω). This means
we don’t have to worry about the fact that our assumed CRe
distribution formally contains some electrons that violate the as-
sumption in Rybicki & Lightman (1979) that β ≈ 1. This also
means we only need the CRe spectrum to follow a power law in
this energy range to be able to use (22).
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every point in the cluster as D. The left hand side of this
equation encases the observations, while the right hand side,
via equation (23), contains parts of our cluster model B(r)
and Ce(r).
Let us plug in (23) for Ptot in (24), scaling to the central
magnetic field B0 and central value of Ce(r), denoted Ce0.
We have ∫ θmax
0
2pi sin θdθSν(θ) =
NCe0 e
3B0
mec2
(
2piνmec
3eB0
)−s ∫ rmax
0
dr
r2
D2
Ce(r)
Ce0
(
B(r)
B0
)s+1
Thus, for a given model of the magnetic field B(r) and a
model for the spatial dependence of Ce(r), we can use the
observations Sν to determine the normalization of Ce(r).
Let us do this by defining a CRe shape function
ηe(r) = Ce(r)/Ce0, (25)
with the inherent normalization ηe(0) = 1. Denoting the
total integrated radio flux per frequency bin at frequency ν
(the left-hand side of (24)) by Sν and solving for Ce0, we
arrive at
Ce0 =
S
NI1
mec
2D2
e3B0
(26)
where
S = Sν
(
2piνmec
3eB0
)s
(27)
is a single constant that encompasses the radio observations
and
I1 =
∫ rmax
0
drr2ηe(r)
(
B(r)
B0
)s+1
(28)
is an integral containing information about the cluster
model. We motivate some possible forms of ηe(r) and B(r)
in §3.3. As we discuss in §5, our final results are insensitive
to our choice of ηe(r).
3.2 CRe Loss and Source Rate
In the relevant CRe energy range that is probed by the radio
observations as described above, energy losses are dominated
by synchrotron and inverse Compton (IC) losses. The pho-
ton field responsible for the IC losses is itself dominated by
cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons. The energy
loss rate per electron is then
γ˙e(per electron) = −4
3
σT cγ
2
e
mec2
(εB(r) + εcmb)
= − 1
6pi
σT cγ
2
e
mec2
(B2(r) +B2cmb) (29)
where Bcmb ≈ 3.24 µG is the magnetic field with equivalent
energy density as the CMB.
Recall from §2 that the steady state equation for an
isotropic, spherically-symmetric distribution of CRe, ne-
glecting transport losses, is given by (6):
fe(r, γe) =
1
|γ˙e|
∫ ∞
γe
se(r, γ
′
e)dγ
′
e.
For our power law distribution, fe(r, γe) = Ce0ηe(r)γ
−αe
e .
Since γ˙e goes as γ
2
e , the source function’s energy dependence
must be γ1−αee . Let us then write the source function in the
form se(r, γe) = Ge(r)γ
1−αe
e . Then
Ce0ηe(r)γ
−αe
e =
6pimec
2
σT cγ2e (B2(r) +B
2
cmb)
Ge(r)
∫ ∞
γe
γ′e
1−αedγ′e
Ce0ηe(r) =
6pimec
2Ge(r)
(αe − 2)σT c(B2(r) +B2cmb)
Inverting this relationship gives us the source function Ge(r)
required to give a steady state CRe distribution Ce0ηe(r):
Ge(r) =
αe − 2
6pi
σT c
mec2
Ce0ηe(r)(B
2(r) +B2cmb) (30)
If we use our formula for Ce0 based on the radio emission
(26), we get
se(r, γe) = Ge(r)γ
−2s
e ,
Ge(r) =
(2s− 1)S
6piNI1
σT cD
2
e3B0
ηe(r)(B
2(r) +B2cmb) (31)
Put simply, for a given cluster model, the spatial shape of
the source function (assuming the CRe are in steady state) is
uniquely determined, and the radio observations determine
its normalization.
3.3 CRe Shape Function
Before moving on it will be useful to come up with an ed-
ucated guess for what the CRe shape function ηe(r) should
be. To do this, consider the more complicated problem of
looking at the radio emission as a function of position. This
involves a line of sight integral
Sν(θ) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
dlPtot(ν, r(l) =
√
D2θ2 + l2)
with Ptot given by equation (23).
Recall that the normalization of ηe(r) is arbitrary - we
are only interested in its spatial dependence. If we just want
to find this dependence, we can ignore all factors except
those which depend on r. We are left with the relationship
between the radio brightness Sν(θ) and a line integral of the
shape function:
Sν(θ) ∝
∫ ∞
0
dl ηe(r(l))
(
B(r(l))
B0
)s+1
.
From here on we will model the Coma cluster specif-
ically, but the analysis can be applied more generally. We
model the B field of the Coma cluster as one that goes as a
power αB of the thermal electron density,
B(r) = B0
(
ne(r)
n0
)αB
. (32)
Let us consider shape functions of the same form:
ηe(r) =
(
ne(r)
n0
)αη
(33)
going as the electron density to some power αη. The electron
density itself can be modeled with a beta profile:
ne(r) = n0
(
1 +
(
r
rc
)2)−3β/2
(34)
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with core radius rc = 294 kpc and β = 0.75 for the spe-
cific case of the Coma cluster determined from X-ray surface
brightness in Briel et al. (1992). The determination of the
shape function thus reduces to determining the power αη
from
Sν(θ) ∝
∫ ∞
0
dl
(
1 +
l2 +D2θ2
r2c
)−(3β/2)(αB(s+1)+αη)
Sν(θ) ∝
∫ ∞
0
dl
(
l2 + r2c +D
2θ2
)−(3β/2)(αB(s+1)+αη)
The primary dependence on θ (at least for large θ) appears
to be θ−3β(αB(s+1)+αη). We can compare this to the θ de-
pendence of Sν(θ) at large θ which is about the same as that
of the X-ray surface brightness (very roughly speaking - see
Deiss et al. (1997) figure 3), SX(θ) ∼ θ1−6β . We end up with
1− 6β = −3β(αB(s+ 1) + αη)
→ αη = 2− 1
3β
− αB(s+ 1) (35)
For β = 0.75, αB = 0.5, and s = 1.35, we get αη = .381.
Since the extent of the radio halo may depend on fre-
quency and data analysis techniques (Brown & Rudnick
(2011) find a more extended halo in the Coma cluster than
Deiss et al. (1997) even at the same frequency), we will in-
vestigate the effects of changing αη, using the above formula
as a fiducial value. As we explain in §5, while there is some
dependence of our results with αη (which we vary between 0
and 1), it is subdominant compared to other dependencies.
This suggests our results are not sensitive to the assumed
shape function ηe.
3.4 Cosmic Ray Proton (CRp) Density
The connection between CRe and cosmic ray protons (CRp)
can be complicated, but we can consider two limiting cases.
In one limit, CRe secondaries produced by hadronic inter-
actions are negligible in number compared to CRe primaries
directly accelerated by the plasma. In the other limit, direct
acceleration is negligible, and the CRe are entirely sourced
by hadronic reactions. We consider both limits in turn, and
check for consistency in §6.
3.4.1 Primary limit
In this limit we simply assume some relative acceleration
efficiency of protons to electrons ζ ≈ 100,3 and the CRp
source function is just our result from the previous section
times ζ:
sp(r, Ep) = ζse(r, Ee = Ep)
=
ζ
mec2
se
(
r, γe =
Ep
mec2
)
3 This value is highly uncertain, so we merely use 100 as a ref-
erence value. As discussed in §5.1, the dependence of our results
on this parameter will turn out to be linear, so our exact choice
for this value is not important.
sp(r, Ep) =
ζ
mec2
Ge(r)
(
Ep
mec2
)−2s
. (36)
If we want to find a steady state distribution function
fp(r, Ep), we need to balance the above source function with
some loss terms. In §2 we found that the steady state equa-
tion for CRp, where we ignore energy losses, is given by (8).
We specialized to two classes of transport - advection with
some bulk flow vt(r, Ep) and diffusion with some coefficient
κ(r, Ep). For advective transport we derived (10):
fp(r, Ep) =
1
r2vt(r, Ep)
∫ r
0
r′2sp(r
′, Ep)dr
′.
Supposing the functional form of the transport speed vt
is known, this, combined with (31) and (36), gives us a way
to determine the CRp distribution from the radio emission.
Namely,
fp(r, Ep) =
ζ
r2vt(r, Ep)mec2
(
Ep
mec2
)−2s ∫ r
0
r′2Ge(r
′)dr′
fp(r, Ep) =
ζσT cB0D
2
r2vte3mec2
(2s− 1)SI2(r)
6piNI1
(
Ep
mec2
)−2s
(37)
where we have defined another moment of the model profiles
I2(r) =
∫ r
0
dr′r′2ηe(r
′)
(
B2(r′) +B2cmb
B20
)
. (38)
We see from (37) that the energy dependence of the
steady state of fp goes as E
−2s
p /vt, and so depends on the
energy dependence of vt. For instance, if we assume our
transport speed is independent of energy, then we have a
power law CRp distribution4 fp(r, Ep) = C˜p(r)E
−αp
p with
spectral index αp = 2s = αe − 1 and spatial dependence
C˜p(r)
(mec2)2s−1
=
ζσT cB0D
2
r2vt(r)e3
(2s− 1)SI2(r)
6piNI1 . (39)
Transport speeds which depend on energy as a power law
will have the same form, but with a different exponent
αp that is straightforward to determine. More complicated
transport speeds require their own treatment on a case by
case basis and will not be considered here. Since we only
invoke fp here at energies between around 10 and 100 GeV,
this analysis covers any transport processes that can be rea-
sonably approximated by a power law over this range.
We next consider diffusion. In §2 we found the steady
state equation (12) for CRp undergoing diffusive transport:
fp(r, Ep) =
∫ rmax
r
dr′′
(r′′)2κ(r′′, Ep)
∫ r′′
0
r′2sp(r
′, Ep)dr
′
Using what we know for sp and assuming the previously
given power law form for fp (which is valid when we assume
4 We use the tilde notation C˜p here to highlight the difference in
dimensionality between it and Ce from the previous section. This
arises from defining our CRe distribution function as a function of
Lorentz factor γe and our CRp distribution function as a function
of energy Ep.
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κ has no explicit spatial dependence and is a power law of
energy), we get
C˜p(r)E
−αp
p =
ζ
κmec2
(
Ep
mcc2
)−2s
×
∫ rmax
r
dr′′
(r′′)2
∫ r′′
0
r′2Ge(r
′)dr′
For an energy-independent κ this implies, as before, αp = 2s
and gives us the normalization of fp,
C˜p(r)
(mec2)2s−1
=
ζ
κ
∫ rmax
r
dr′′
(r′′)2
∫ r′′
0
r′2Ge(r
′)dr′
C˜p(r)
(mec2)2s−1
=
ζσT cB0D
2
κe3
(2s− 1)SI3(r)
6piNI1 (40)
In the above we have defined a third profile integral
I3(r) =
∫ rmax
r
dr′′
(r′′)2
I2(r′′)
=
∫ rmax
r
dr′′
(r′′)2
∫ r′′
0
dr′r′2ηe(r
′)
(
B2(r′) +B2cmb
B20
)
. (41)
As with our previous discussion, if κ is a non-zero power law
in energy, we end up with much the same result, but with a
different exponent αp.
3.4.2 Secondary limit
In the opposite limit, particle acceleration is negligible
and the CRe are entirely sourced by hadronic interac-
tions. Schematically, we start with some distribution of CRp
fp(r, Ep) and some cluster gas density model n(r). From
these we determine the pion production rate, and thence
the production of CRe via the decay of charged pions.
There are a variety of schemes in the literature for de-
termining pion source functions. The delta-function approx-
imation should work for our purposes - we just approximate
that every collision of a single CRp of energy Ep with a ther-
mal nucleus results in ξ pions of energy KpiTp each, where
Tp = Ep −mpc2 is the kinetic energy of the incoming pro-
ton. In other words, the pion number source function for
each collision is
Qpi(Epi, Ep) = ξδ(Epi −KpiTp) (42)
There are different conventions for choosing the values Kpi
and ξ to match experiments. Kelner et al. (2006) choose
Kpi ≈ 0.17 with ξ = 1 when calculating the neutral pion
source only. Pfrommer et al. (2008) use Kpi = 0.25 and ξ = 2
for all pion species together. To be unambiguous, we use ξ
here to refer to the total pion multiplicity across all pion
species and assume that charged and neutral pions are pro-
duced approximately in the ratio 2:1.
If we have a CRp distribution fp(r, Ep), then the rate of
collisions (per unit volume) is R = cnN (r)σpp(Ep)fp(r, Ep)
and so the pion source function is
qpi(r, Epi) =
∫ ∞
0
RQpi(Epi, Ep)dEp
=
ξ
Kpi
cnN (r)σpp
(
Ep =
Epi
Kpi
+mpc
2
)
fp
(
r, Ep =
Epi
Kpi
+mpc
2
)
Here, nN = nH + 4nHe is the target nucleon density and σpp
is the (energy-dependent) cross section for proton-proton
collisions. The above expression gives the number source
function for all pion types, so by the assumed symmetry
the charged pion source function is spi± = 2qpi/3.
Let us assume a power law CRp distribution fp(r, Ep) =
C˜p(r)E
−αp
p . In addition, we will omit the energy dependence
of the cross-section σpp with the understanding that it is a
very weak function of energy in the relevant energy range
around Ep ∼ 100 GeV (see Kelner et al. (2006); Pfrommer
et al. (2008) account for this weak dependence with an effec-
tive cross section that is a function of the CRp power spec-
trum, σpp(αp) = 32(0.96 + e
4.4−2.4αp) mbarn). The charged
pion source function is then
spi±(r, Epi) =
2
3
ξ
Kpi
cnN (r)σpp
× C˜p(r)(Epi/Kpi +mpc2)−αp . (43)
For the next step, we must describe the decay of a
charged pion of energy Epi into electrons and positrons.
Following Pfrommer et al. (2008), we use a delta-function
approximation and assume that every charged pion of en-
ergy Epi decays into exactly one electron/positron of energy
Ee = Epi/4. This means
se(r, Ee) = spi±(r, Epi = 4Ee)
dEpi
dEe
=
8
3
ξ
Kpi
cnN (r)σppC˜p(r)(4Ee/Kpi +mpc
2)−αp
se(r, Ee) =
8
3
ξ
Kpi
cnN (r)σppC˜p(r)(4Ee/Kpi)
−αp (44)
In the last step we have assumed we are looking at high
energy CRe with Ee  Kpimpc2/4. We can also write this
in terms of the Lorentz factor γe:
se(r, γe) =
8
3
ξ
Kpi
cnN (r)σppC˜p(r)(4γemec
2/Kpi)
−αp dEe
dγe
=
8
3
ξ
Kpi
(
Kpi
4
)αp
(mec
2)1−αpcnN (r)σppC˜p(r)γ
−αp
e
We know from §3.2 that the CRe source function must
be (31) to explain the synchrotron emission. In the limit
where CRe are completely sourced by hadronic interactions,
we therefore have
2ξ
3
(
4mec
2
Kpi
)1−2s
cnN (r)σppC˜p(r)
=
(2s− 1)S
6piNI1
σT cD
2
e3B0
ηe(r)(B
2(r) +B2cmb)
or
C˜p(r)
(mec2)2s−1
=
(2s− 1)S
4ξpiNI1
(
4
Kpi
)2s−1
× σT
σpp
B0D
2
e3
ηe(r)
nN (r)
B2(r) +B2cmb
B20
(45)
Recall that in the primary limit, we needed, in addition
to the radio observations and a cluster model, a model for
the transport (in the form of speed vt or diffusion coefficient
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κ) and a relative acceleration efficiency ζ to determine the
spatial distribution of CRp. In the secondary limit, the radio
observations and cluster model alone determine the CRp
distribution.
4 PROPERTIES DETERMINED FROM γ-RAY
EMISSION
No diffuse γ-ray emission has yet been detected from galaxy
clusters. At high enough energies, any potential such γ-rays
are expected to be dominated by neutral pion decay. As
such, the non-detection of γ-rays translates to an upper
limit on the CRp density. We quantify this below, and fol-
low with a discussion of the meaning of this upper limit in
the two limiting cases (primary-dominated and secondary-
dominated CRe).
4.1 CRp Density Upper Limit
The source function of γ-rays coming from neutral pion de-
cay is a straightforward function of the pion source function:
sγ(Eγ) = 2
∫ ∞
Epi,min
spi0(Epi)dEpi√
E2pi −m2pic4
(46)
with Epi,min = Eγ +m
2
pic
4/(4Eγ). In the previous section we
discussed the relationships between the CRp distribution fp
and the pion source function qpi, as well as between qpi and
the secondary CRe source function se.
The neutral pion source function is spi0 = qpi/3. In the
previous section we calculated qpi for a power law CRp distri-
bution fp(r, Ep) = C˜p(r)E
−αp
p . Plugging this into the γ-ray
equation above, we have
sγ(r, Eγ) =
2
3
ξ
Kpi
cnN (r)σppC˜p(r)
×
∫ ∞
Epi,min
(Epi/Kpi +mpc
2)−αpdEpi√
E2pi −m2pic4
The above integral cannot be done analytically without
some further assumptions. If we assume Ep = Epi/Kpi 
mpc
2, we can throw away the mpc
2 in the numerator and
the integral can be done as an incomplete Beta function.
However, in this limit we also have Epi  mpic2 so the de-
nominator would also simplify, giving us a simple power law.
In this limit we also have Epi,min ≈ Eγ . The integral there-
fore reduces to
K
αp
pi
∫ ∞
Eγ
E
−αp−1
pi dEpi =
(Eγ/Kpi)
−αp
αp
and so the γ-ray source function (just from neutral pion
decay) is
sγ(r, Eγ) =
2ξ
3αp
K
αp−1
pi cnN (r)σppC˜p(r)E
−αp
γ (47)
and the predicted differential γ-ray number flux per energy
bin at Earth is just the volume integral of this quantity
divided by 4piD2. To connect to a potential observation we
would then integrate above some energy Eγ :
Fγ(> Eγ) =
∫ ∞
Eγ
dEγ
∫ rmax
0
dr
r2
D2
sγ(r, Eγ)
=
2ξK
αp−1
pi cσpp
3αpD2
E
1−αp
γ
αp − 1
∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)C˜p(r)
=
2ξK
αp−1
pi cσpp
3αp(αp − 1)D2
(
Eγ
mec2
)1−αp ∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)
C˜p(r)
(mec2)αp−1
We can now relate a photon number flux upper limit
Fγ,max to an upper limit on an integral of the CRp distri-
bution:
Fγ,max(> Eγ) >
2ξK
αp−1
pi cσpp
3αp(αp − 1)D2
(
Eγ
mec2
)1−αp
×
∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)
C˜p(r)
(mec2)αp−1
Encompassing the γ-ray upper limit in the following short-
hand
F = Fγ,max(> Eγ)
(
Eγ
mec2
)αp−1
, (48)
we can express this constraint as∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)
C˜p(r)
(mec2)αp−1
6 3αp(αp − 1)D
2F
2ξK
αp−1
pi cσpp
(49)
This inequality holds for all upper limits on Fγ , so the small-
est value of Fγ,max(> Eγ)(Eγ/mec
2)αp−1 across all observa-
tions gives us the tightest constraint. Since we have already
predicted C˜p(r) in the primary- and secondary-dominated
limits, we can just plug it into the above and interpret the
results.
4.1.1 Primary limit
In section 3.4.1 we derived a relationship (39) between the
CRp distribution function C˜p(r) and the synchrotron power
Sν in the limit where CRe are dominated by primaries. By
combining this with the above upper limit on C˜p(r) from
γ-ray observations, again taking αp = 2s, we obtain:∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)
ζσT cB0D
2
r2vt(r)e3
(2s− 1)SI2(r)
6piNI1 6
3s(2s− 1)D2F
ξK2s−1pi cσpp
,
∫ rmax
0
dr
nN (r)
vt(r)
I2(r) 6 18pisNI1Fe
3
ζξK2s−1pi B0σTσppc2S
(50)
Ultimately this amounts to a constraint on the trans-
port speed vt for a given model and set of observations. In
the very special case of a spatially-independent vt we get a
simple lower limit
vt >
ζξK2s−1pi B0σTσppc
2S
18pisNI1Fe3
∫ rmax
0
drnN (r)I2(r) (51)
We evaluate this limit for different cluster models and dis-
cuss its characteristics in section 5. It should be kept in mind
that (51) is a radial transport speed and is perhaps most eas-
ily interpreted if the magnetic field is relatively coherently
oriented. If the field is highly tangled, diffusion is a better
model.
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Suppose instead we consider diffusive transport charac-
terized by a constant diffusion coefficient κ as described by
equation (40). Plugging this into the upper limit (49) gives∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)
ζσT cB0D
2
κe3
(2s− 1)SI3(r)
6piNI1
6 3s(2s− 1)D
2F
ξK2s−1pi cσpp
which, finally, can be rearranged into a lower limit on the
diffusion coefficient:
κ > ζξK
2s−1
pi B0σTσppc
2S
18pisNI1Fe3
∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)I3(r) (52)
We evaluate this limit for different cluster models and dis-
cuss its characteristics in section 5.
4.1.2 Secondary limit
In the limit of secondary CRe dominating the population,
we found that the radio observations directly translate into
a CRp distribution (45). The γ-ray upper limit then offers a
consistency check - if the inequality above is violated, secon-
daries cannot dominate the CRe population. Plugging (45)
into the upper limit (49), we obtain
(2s− 1)S
4ξpiNI1
(
4
Kpi
)2s−1
σT
σpp
B0D
2
e3
∫ rmax
0
drr2ηe(r)
B2(r) +B2cmb
B20
6 3s(2s− 1)D
2F
ξK2s−1pi cσpp
,
I2(rmax)
I1 6
12pisN
42s−1
1
cσT
e3
B0
F
S (53)
We can of course frame this in another way, using the
secondary-dominated assumption to make a prediction for
the γ-ray number flux:
Fγ(> Eγ) =
SI2(rmax)
12pisNI1
(
Eγ
4mec2
)1−2s
B0
e3
cσT , (54)
or equivalently, a prediction for the γ-ray energy flux in some
energy band
Φγ(E1, E2) = Fγ(> E2)
2s− 1
2s− 2
((
E2
E1
)2s−2
− 1
)
(55)
to be directly compared with measurements such as from
Ackermann et al. (2016). See section 5 for discussion on this
limit. Note that since invoking the secondary limit for CRe
tells us about the CRp density directly, the above prediction
does not depend on any transport parameters, or on ζ, Kpi,
or ξ.
5 RESULTS AND DEPENDENCIES
We consider here the results of our analysis in the various
limiting cases in turn and discuss their dependence on dif-
ferent model parameters.
5.1 Primary Limit, Advective Transport
In the limit of primary CRe dominating over secondaries, we
found a lower limit on the advective transport speed given by
equation (51). To evaluate this, we model the Coma cluster
using the density model ne given in §3.3. The total mass
of this model is divergent, so we must also assume a cluster
extent rmax. Based on the X-ray data from Briel et al. (1992)
we estimate a maximum radius of rmax = 4000 kpc. This
choice is somewhat arbitrary, but as we will see the results
do not vary much within the range of reasonable values of
rmax. As a fiducial magnetic field model we take αB = 0.5
and B0 = 3 µG. We will anchor the radio observations at
1.4 GHz with measured intensity S1.4 GHz ≈ 6.4× 10−24 erg
cm−2 s−1 Hz−1 (Deiss et al. (1997)), and take the spectral
index to be s = 1.35 (see Thierbach et al. (2003)).
For the γ-ray flux limits, we impose the energy flux limit
in the 7.5 - 10 GeV band from Ackermann et al. (2016) of
≈ 10−7 MeV cm−2 s−1 (the exact value of the limit depends
on the spatial model of the emission). We use the highest
energy band so as to be most in line with our assumption
of high energy. For a power law spectrum of index 2s, this
translates into a photon number flux limit above 10 GeV of
Fγ,max =
(2s− 2)10−11
(2s− 1)(1.332s−2 − 1)photons cm
−2 s−1 (56)
This will go into the F quantity in our analysis.
We assume a relative acceleration efficiency of ζ = 100,
but emphasize that we merely use this as a reference value.
This parameter is informed by observations of galactic CRs,
but in principle is highly uncertain. The acceleration mech-
anisms in a galaxy cluster such as Coma may be highly var-
ied, and may include galactic, AGN, and ICM sources. We
have purposefully avoided any treatment of specific mecha-
nisms and encompassed all our ignorance of them into ζ5.
Fortunately the dependence of our transport limits vt and
κ on this parameter are linear, and so any uncertainty in ζ
can be propagated easily. This analysis can also be turned
around to impose constraints on ζ (and consequently on the
acceleration mechanisms present) if we fix all other model
parameters. We discuss this possibility in §7.
For the above fiducial values, we derive a lower limit on
bulk CRp transport of vt > 42 km s−1. The dependence of
this limit on some of the model parameters is explicit from
equation (51): vt is directly proportional to the proton-to-
electron relative acceleration efficiency ζ and the total ra-
dio surface brightness Sν , and inversely proportional to the
upper limit on γ-ray flux Fγ,max. It depends on the nor-
malization of the magnetic field as B1−s0 for strong fields
(B0  Bcmb) and as B−1−s0 for weak fields. If we assume ξ
and Kpi are related by the observational constraint that the
total fraction of CRp kinetic energy in each collision, ξKpi,
is constant, we see that vt ∝ K2s−2pi .
The dependencies on other parameters such as clus-
ter extent rmax, radio spectral index s, and magnetic field-
5 By picking a single value in this way we are essentially assuming
the nature of the acceleration is the same at all locations in the
cluster. This is hardly certain, but any treatment of acceleration
mechanisms beyond this simplification is outside the scope of this
work.
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Figure 2. Minimum net outward flow velocity of CRp required
to reduce pion decay γ-ray emission below current upper limits,
assuming CRe secondaries are negligible. Results shown for dif-
ferent cluster magnetic field models. The central Alfve´n speed for
each model is shown for reference.
density dependence αB are not explicit, so we try many dif-
ferent models to find empirical trends. The minimum speed
vt for various magnetic field models is shown in figure 2.
vt seems to be most sensitive to B0, roughly following the
relation
vt ≈ 42
(
ζ
100
)(
B0
3 µG
)−1−s
km s−1. (57)
A complete table of the results is shown in Table 5.1.
This table shows the effects of changing the model param-
eters with non-explicit dependence, compared to the fidu-
cial model. We see that changing B0 from 1 to 10 decreases
the resulting vt,min by a factor of about 100 or more, while
changing αB from 0.3 to 0.7 results in an increase of vt,min by
about a factor of 10 (see first block of Table 5.1. In contrast,
changing the shape parameter αη from 0 (uniform CRe den-
sity) to 1 (CRe density proportional to ne) decreases vt,min
by less than a factor of 2 (see second block of Table 5.1). This
is far less than the dependence on B or on the proton-to-
electron relative acceleration efficiency ζ, and suggests that
our analysis is not sensitive to our choice of the form of the
CRe shape function.
There is only slight dependence of vt with the other
parameters in Table 5.1 except perhaps with the assumed
extent of the cluster rmax (see fourth block of Table 5.1).
Physically this is because a larger cluster has greater gas
content, so CRp densities would have to be lower to avoid
a detectable γ-ray signal. But, as the size of the Coma clus-
ter is almost certainly between 3 and 5 Mpc, the possible
variation in vt,max due to uncertainty in this parameters is
relatively small.
5.2 Primary Limit, Diffusive Transport
If we describe CRp transport as a diffusive process with
diffusion coefficient κ that is constant over the (relatively
small) observationally constrained range we find the γ-ray
upper limits put a lower limit on κ according to (52). For
the fiducial values described above, this lower limit comes
out to 2.7×1031 cm2/s. We plot the values of κ for different
models in figure 3. Again the strongest dependence is on B0,
following the same scaling as vt:
κ ≈ 2.7× 1031
(
ζ
100
)(
B0
3 µG
)−1−s
cm2 s−1. (58)
The results of changing the other parameters are again
shown in Table 5.1. As with vt,min the dependencies of κ on
parameters other than the magnetic field are significantly
subdominant.
We can convert these limits on diffusion coefficient κ
into limits on the mean free path due to scattering seen by
individual CRs lmfp by the simple relation lmfp = 3κ/c. For
our fiducial model, lmfp must be at least 900 pc for CRp to
be able to leave the cluster fast enough to bring γ-radiation
under the detection limit in Coma.
In a model where radial transport is due to scattering
by magnetic inhomogeneities at the cosmic ray gyroscale,
and the background magnetic fieldlines are nearly radial and
straight, the advection speed vt and diffusion coefficient κ
can be combined to produce a lengthscale R ≡ κ/vt which is
representative of the size of the system; for the values given
here, R ∼ 2 Mpc, which is reasonable for Coma (the general
expression for this quantity is
κ
vt
=
∫ rmax
0
drr2nN (r)I3(r)∫ rmax
0
drnN (r)I2(r) ,
where I2 and I3 are defined in equations (38) and (41)).
5.3 Magnetic Field Tangling
Although our aim in this work is to put limits on the trans-
port of CRs in a general framework, it is useful to consider
these limits in the context of specific transport models and
see what they imply. For example, we could attribute the
transport described above to turbulent motions of the gas in
the Coma cluster. If we describe the turbulence by a length
scale LMHD, where the characteristic speed is vA, the eddy
motions will induce diffusion of order
κturb ∼ LMHDvA
3
.
However, for the typical Alfve´n speeds of ∼ 100 km s−1 this
would require LMHD to be as large as the Coma cluster itself.
For turbulence this strong, wave damping effects would also
be important, and it is likely that streaming motions would
outpace any diffusion from turbulence (see Wiener et al.
(2013)). Put another way, the diffusivities estimated in Table
5.1 are much larger than the eddy diffusivity corresponding
to large scale cluster turbulence unless the turbulent length
scale is of order the global size of the cluster.
Alternatively, motivated by observations which show
that cluster magnetic fields have strong random components
(Vogt & Enßlin (2005), Bonafede et al. (2010)) we can in-
terpret κ as the result of the random walk of CRs along a
magnetic field which is tangled on a lengthscale lcorr (this
works if lcorr is intermediate between the size of the system
and the cosmic ray gyroradius). In this case, the maximum
CR diffusion rate is the one given by field line random walk
at the speed of light (Minnie et al. (2009)): κ ∼ lcorrc/3. This
is also approximately the maximum rate of transport across
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Ba0 α
b
B α
c
η s
d remax r
f
c β
g Khpi ξ
i vjt,min κ
k
min Φ
l
γ(7.5-10 GeV)
(µG) (Mpc) (kpc) (km s−1) (1030 cm2s−1) (10−10 GeV cm−2s−1)
1 0.3 0.85 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 140 65 29
2 0.3 0.85 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 29 13 5.9
3 0.3 0.85 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 13 5.7 2.4
6 0.3 0.85 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 4.2 1.6 0.60
10 0.3 0.85 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 2.4 0.84 0.27
1 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 520 350 250
2 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 110 70 50
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 42 27 19
6 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 10 6.0 4.0
10 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 4.3 2.2 1.3
1 0.7 -0.09 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 3100 2600 2700
2 0.7 -0.09 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 610 510 530
3 0.7 -0.09 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 240 200 210
6 0.7 -0.09 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 48 39 41
10 0.7 -0.09 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 16 12 12
3 0.5 0.0 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 51 41 40
3 0.5 0.2 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 47 34 28
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 42 27 19
3 0.5 0.6 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 37 20 12
3 0.5 1.0 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 30 12 4.3
3 0.5 0.48 1.15 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 80 48 7.4
3 0.5 0.43 1.25 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 58 36 12
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 42 27 19
3 0.5 0.33 1.45 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 31 21 31
3 0.5 0.28 1.55 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 23 16 48
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 1 294 0.75 0.17 3 14 1.8 1.8
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 2 294 0.75 0.17 3 24 7.1 5.4
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 42 27 19
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 8 294 0.75 0.17 3 75 100 76
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 16 294 0.75 0.17 3 130 380 310
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 100 0.75 0.17 3 35 25 160
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 200 0.75 0.17 3 39 27 41
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 42 27 19
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 400 0.75 0.17 3 45 28 11
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 500 0.75 0.17 3 47 28 7.2
3 0.5 0.22 1.35 4 294 0.55 0.17 3 55 31 10
3 0.5 0.31 1.35 4 294 0.65 0.17 3 51 31 15
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 42 27 19
3 0.5 0.43 1.35 4 294 0.85 0.17 3 33 22 21
3 0.5 0.47 1.35 4 294 0.95 0.17 3 25 16 20
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.50 1 88 57 19
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.25 2 54 35 19
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.17 3 42 27 19
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.13 4 36 23 19
3 0.5 0.38 1.35 4 294 0.75 0.10 5 29 19 19
Table 1. Results for varying different model parameters with non-explicit dependencies. aCentral magnetic field strength, defined in
(32) bMagnetic field dependence on gas density, defined in (32). cShape function dependence on gas density, defined in (33). dSpectral
index of radio emission. eMaximum extent of cluster. fCluster core radius, defined in (34). gExponent of gas density profile, defined in
(34). hFraction of initial CRp kinetic energy contained in each pion produced in hadronic reactions, defined in (42). iPion multiplicity
(number of pions produced per hadronic reaction), defined in (42). jMinimum velocities according to (51). kMinimum diffusion coefficients
according to (52). lGamma ray energy flux predicted in the 7.5-10 GeV band, assuming CRe are dominated by secondaries, given by
(55).
magnetic fieldlines found in Desiati & Zweibel (2014). Addi-
tional scattering up and down the tangled fieldlines, which
could be represented by a streaming velocity such as vs < c,
only reduces the transport rate (Rechester & Rosenbluth
(1978)). Therefore, the minimum tangling length lcorr con-
sistent with the diffuse γ-ray upper limits is the same as the
mean free path lmfp estimated in the preceding section.
To drive this point home, we have predicted what the
streaming speed vs would be as a function of r for the 100
GeV CRp that would be responsible for (undetected) γ-
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 3. Minimum radial diffusion coefficient required to reduce
γ-ray emission below current upper limits, assuming CRe secon-
daries are negligible. Results shown for different cluster magnetic
field models.
radiation for a specific self-confinement model. We calcu-
late vs by taking the resulting CRp density profile from our
model (40) and plugging it into the formalism in Wiener
et al. (2013) and Wiener et al. (2018) for cosmic ray self-
confinement with wave damping due to MHD turbulence,
characterized by the length scale LMHD = 100 kpc. Accord-
ing to this model, the bulk streaming speed vs of CRs along
magnetic field lines is set by equating the growth rate of the
CR streaming instability to the rate of damping by the back-
ground medium. This gives us vs as a function of position in
the cluster, which can be translated into a minimum allowed
field tangling length lcorr = 3κ/vs, where κ is the minimum
diffusion coefficient derived from the observations according
to our analysis in this work. We record the maximum (most
restrictive) lcorr over all values of r for each model and plot
the results in figure 4, which also includes the range of length
scales in the magnetic turbulence power spectrum inferred
from Faraday rotation observations of Coma (Bonafede et al.
(2010)).
We see from figure 4 that the magnetic field observed in
Coma is tangled too much (lcorr is too small) to explain the
lack of γ-radiation under this set of assumptions (primary
CRe dominate, CRp are transported via streaming with the
assumed level of wave damping). This tension is relieved if
the cluster magnetic field is in the upper range of values
tested, which reduces the CRe population required to ex-
plain the radio emission, or if the relative proton-to-electron
acceleration efficiency factor ζ is smaller than Milky Way
values.
5.4 Secondary Limit
In the limit where the CRe are dominated by secondaries
from hadronic interactions, we derived a flux prediction (55)
which can be used to predict γ-ray energy fluxes in arbi-
trary energy bands. We compare with the highest energy
band used in Ackermann et al. (2016), which is about 7.5
- 10 GeV. Ackermann et al. (2016) find an upper limit in
this bin of (depending on their emission model) around 6-
Figure 4. Amount of magnetic field tangling allowed (in the self-
confinement regime) while staying under γ-ray emission upper
limits, assuming CRe secondaries are negligible and ζ = 100. If
the field is tangled on scales less than this value, CRp cannot
escape the cluster fast enough to be consistent with observations.
Results shown for different magnetic field models. Reducing ζ to
some value below 100 would shift these curves down by a factor
of ζ/100. The dotted lines represent the range of tangling lengths
(2 - 34 kpc) in the magnetic turbulence in Coma (from Bonafede
et al. (2010)).
Figure 5. Predicted γ-ray flux from pion decay in the 7.5-10
GeV band, assuming secondary CRe dominate. Results shown for
different cluster magnetic field models. The dotted line represents
the non-detection upper limit from Ackermann et al. (2016). This
model is only consistent with the γ-ray observations at the highest
magnetic fields and flattest magnetic profiles.
10×10−11 GeV cm−2 s−1. We compare this to the predic-
tion of our models Φγ in figure 5. Variations of Φγ with
all the non-explicit parameters are shown in the last col-
umn of Table 5.1. Our fiducial model predicts a γ-ray flux
of 1.9 × 10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1, far above the Fermi upper
limit. A secondary-only model for Coma’s radio halo is thus
highly disfavored.
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6 CONSISTENCY CHECKS
In this section we check some of the assumptions we have
made in various regimes.
6.1 CRe Transport Losses
Throughout this work we have assumed that the CRe losses
in the relevant energy range were dominated by synchrotron
and IC emission. Namely, we neglected the transport term
the CRe evolution equation (second term in equation (3)).
We estimate these transport effects here and compare them
to the radiative losses.
Suppose we can characterize the CRe transport with a
bulk transport speed vt(r, γe), as we did for the CRp. Then
the number loss (in particles per volume per unit γe per
time) due to transport is:
f˙cre,trans(r, γe) = ∇ · (fe(r, γe)vt(r, γe))
= γ−αee
1
r2
∂
∂r
(r2Ce(r)vt(r, γe))
This is to be compared to the radiative loss rate (the
third term in equation (3)),
f˙cre,rad(r, γe) =
∂
∂γe
(γ˙lossfe(r, γe)) = se(r, γe)
= γ1−αee Ge(r) = γ
1−αe
e
αe − 2
6pi
σT c
mec2
Ce(r)(B
2(r) +B2cmb)
In the above we have assumed a power law for the CRe
distribution, γ˙loss refers to the radiative losses per electron
(29), and Ge(r) refers specifically to the solution from our
previous analysis (30,31).
In the simple case of a constant, energy-independent
transport speed vt(r, γe) = vt, the ratio of transport losses
to radiative losses for CRe is
f˙cre,trans(r, γe)
f˙cre,rad(r, γe)
=
1
γe
6pi
αe − 2
vt
c
mec
2
B2(r) +B2cmb
1
σT
[
2
r
+
C′e(r)
Ce(r)
]
Using our estimate of the CRe shape function ηe(r) =
n
αη
e (r) = (1 + (r/rc)
2)−3αηβ/2, we get
C′e(r)
Ce(r)
=
η′e(r)
ηe(r)
= −3
2
βαη
2r
r2c
1
1 + (r/rc)2
= −2
r
3βαηr
2
2(r2 + r2c)
and so the transport to radiative loss ratio is
f˙cre,trans(r, γe)
f˙cre,rad(r, γe)
=
1
γe
6pi
αe − 2
vt
c
mec
2
B2(r) +B2cmb
× 2
σT r
[
1− 3βαηr
2
2(r2 + r2c)
]
=
1
γe
6pi
αe − 2
vt
c
mec
2
B2(r) +B2cmb
2
σT r
(2− 3βαη)r2 + 2r2c
2(r2 + r2c)
The last term is a fairly weak function of r of order unity, so
let us discard it. Picking some scale values, the rest of the
expression comes to
f˙cre,trans(r, γe)
f˙cre,rad(r, γe)
≈ 370vt
c
104
γe
rc
r
(4.4 µG)2
B2(r) +B2cmb
. (59)
Recall that rc = 297 kpc for the Coma cluster. The scale
field 4.4 µG is chosen as the effective combined field of a 3
µG field with Bcmb = 3.24 µG.
We see that our assumption that this quantity is much
much less than one is valid except when the transport speed
vt is very large, or r is very small. The approximation is
better for higher energies.
6.2 CRp Adiabatic Losses
As mentioned in §2.1, energy losses to processes like
Coulomb scattering and hadronic collisions are small for
CRp above 1 GeV. But adiabatic losses may be significant. It
is possible for CRs to be transported without suffering adi-
abatic losses, such as in a free-streaming model where the
magnetic field is completely static. But if CR transport is
governed by wave scattering from self-generated turbulence,
as in §2.2, we would expect significant adiabatic losses to be
present which have not been accounted for in our analysis.
A detailed treatment describing how adiabatic loss
times compare with transport times in the most general
sense is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead we con-
sider our limiting cases of advection with constant outward
velocity vt and diffusion with constant coefficient κ. If the
transport is diffusion-dominated, then there are no associ-
ated adiabatic losses and our analysis is correct as is.
Consider instead the advective limit for the specific case
of constant vt. If we suppose adiabatic losses are of the same
order as expected from the specific model in §2.2, then we
have, using equation (20) with u = vtrˆ,
E˙adia ∼ E
3
∇ · u ∼ 2vt
3r
E.
The adiabatic loss time tadia = E/E˙adia is then
tadia =
3r
2vt
.
While loss times are larger than transport times r/vt, they
are of the same order. Our derivation of equation (10), which
inherently included the assumption that adiabatic losses
were negligible, would not be valid in this case (it would still
be valid for a transport model with no adiabatic losses).
While we do not calculate the quantitative effect adia-
batic losses on our results, the qualitative result of including
these losses is clear. The total loss rate of energy in CRp is
dictated by the observations. In our analysis we attribute all
of this loss to transport. If some energy is lost through other
processes, the transport need not be as fast as found in §5
to be consistent with observations. The limits derived in §5
would be relaxed, i.e. the values of vt,min would be lower by
some amount.
6.3 Estimate of CRe Secondaries
We have done our analysis in two limiting cases, where the
CRe are dominated by primaries and secondaries respec-
tively. We have already seen in §4.1.2 that the upper lim-
its on γ-ray flux rule out the secondary-dominated limit in
Coma unless the magnetic field is fairly high. However, we
have yet to check how many secondaries would be produced
in the primary-dominated limit. If too many are produced,
the primary-dominated limit assumption is inconsistent.
The CRp distribution in the primary-dominated limit
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inferred from radio observations was determined to be (39).
The secondary CRe source function expected from a general
CRp distribution was determined to be (44). The expected
secondary CRe source function in the primary-dominated
limit is then
se,sec(r, γe) =
8
3
ξ
Kpi
(
Kpi
4
)αp
cσppγ
−αp
e nN (r)
C˜p(r)
(mec2)αp−1
=
8
3
ξ
Kpi
(
Kpi
4
)2s
cσppγ
−2s
e nN (r)
ζσT cB0D
2
r2vt(r)e3
(2s− 1)SI2(r)
6piNI1
This must be compared with the total CRe source func-
tion given by (31). Their ratio is
se,sec(r, γe)
se(r, γe)
=
8
3
ξ
Kpi
(
Kpi
4
)2s
ζσppnN (r)
c
vt(r)
×
 I2(r)r2ηe(r)(B2(r)+B2cmbB20 )
 (60)
This can be found numerically, but we can get a good es-
timate by recognizing that the quantity in the braces is of
order r:
se,sec(r, γe)
se(r, γe)
∼= 8
3
ξ
Kpi
(
Kpi
4
)2s
ζσppµen0
c
vt(r)
r
(
1 +
r2
r2c
)−3β/2
For s close to 1, and a fully ionized medium,
(8/3)(ξ/Kpi)(Kpi/4)
2sζµe is approximately 10, and σpp is
approximately 50 mbarn. Picking scale values for n0 and
r, we have
se,sec(r, γe)
se(r, γe)
∼ 10−4 n0
10−3 cm−3
r
100 kpc
c
vt(r)
(
1 +
r2
r2c
)−3β/2
(61)
Considering how large we expect c/vt to be, this sug-
gests that our assumption of primary CRe domination is
inconsistent. Even at the large end of the range of values of
vt we found, around 100 km s
−1, we may expect some 50%
of CRe to be secondaries. For expected relative acceleration
efficiencies and CR bulk transport speeds, secondary CRe
injected from hadronic processes must make up a significant
fraction of the total CRe source.
What does this mean for our earlier analysis? Qualita-
tively, the presence of secondary CRe suggests that for the
same level of radio emission, fewer primary CRe are neces-
sary. That is, we can explain the radio emission with some
primary CRe source function that is some fraction of the
one we derived in §3.2. This makes it easier to get under
the γ-ray upper limits, implying we can get away with lower
transport speeds vt. A more quantitative treatment is be-
yond the scope of this work.
We can alternatively derive a new, more restrictive
lower limit on the transport speed vt such that secondaries
are negligible. Let’s say we required that secondaries make
up less than one percent of all CRe. Then the transport
speed must be at least
vt(r) ∼> 10−2c
n0
10−3 cm−3
r
100 kpc
(
1 +
r2
r2c
)−3β/2
. (62)
Such speeds are not expected and we can reasonably surmise
that secondary CRe in the Coma cluster are non-negligible.
We touch on the implications of this in the next section.
7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Diffuse non-thermal radio continuum emission detected in
galaxy clusters shows that cosmic ray electrons are present,
but, contrary to expectations, there is no evidence that cos-
mic ray protons are present. The purpose of this paper was
to explore the implications of these observations and find
limits for cosmic ray acceleration and propagation in galaxy
clusters.
We presented an analysis of CR populations based
on radio and γ-ray observations. Given a cluster thermal
plasma density and magnetic field strength model, radio
observations constrain the CRe population and, assuming
steady state, the CRe source strength. γ-ray upper limits
put upper limits on the CRp density present in the cluster.
We then combined these results in two limiting cases. In the
case where we assume secondary CRe production is negli-
gible, we arrived at a minimum transport speed necessary
to reduce the CRp density below the upper limits. In the
opposite case where we assume primary CRe production is
negligible, we obtain a parameter-dependent γ-ray flux pre-
diction to be compared to the upper limits. These equations
are general in that they can be applied to any cluster for
which the assumptions of the model are reasonably well sat-
isfied.
Using radio (Thierbach et al. (2003)) and γ-ray (Ack-
ermann et al. (2016)) observations of the Coma cluster we
have found that under the assumption that all synchrotron-
emitting CRe are directly accelerated, we require CRp to
be transported outward at a bulk speed of 10-100 km s−1
or with diffusion coefficient 1031-1032 cm2 s−1 in order to
explain the lack of γ-ray detection for our fiducial set of
cluster parameters. These speeds are sub-Alfve´nic, so a self-
confinement model with a magnetic field which is coherent
on large scales is consistent with the radio and γ-ray obser-
vations. If the field is tangled on the scales of a few kpc,
as suggested by Bonafede et al. (2010), then CRs which
free stream at the speed of light will experience diffusive
transport with diffusion coefficient comparable to the val-
ues found here. So a free streaming model with a tangled
field is also consistent with the observations for our choice
of parameters.
Conversely, a self-confinement model with a tangled
field is not consistent with observations for our chosen pa-
rameters, as CRp would not be transported outward fast
enough. To bring this model in line with observations re-
quires changing our assumed parameters. In section 5 we
presented the dependence of our results on these parame-
ters, shown in detail in Table 5.1. We can use observations
of the magnetic field to constrain other parameters in our
model, namely the relative acceleration efficiency ζ. As men-
tioned, some studies suggest that the confinement time of
CRs in galaxy clusters is of order a Hubble time. This is not
incompatible with our steady state analysis here, as it does
not imply that no CRs ever leave the cluster. However, with
reduced outward transport we require CRp to be acceler-
ated less efficiently than in our fiducial model in order to
be compatible with both the radio and γ-ray observations.
We find that our model Coma cluster, with field tangled at
kpc scales (Bonafede et al. (2010)) and CR transport deter-
mined by self-confinement, is consistent with observations if
the relative proton to electron acceleration efficiency is less
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than 15. The exact value of this limit depends on the level of
assumed wave damping. Various regions of the (extensive)
parameter space can be ruled out in this way.
Additionally, at the comparatively low transport speeds
derived here we expect CRe secondaries to make a significant
contribution to the population. We also found that unless
the magnetic field in the center of the Coma cluster is around
10 µG or above, much higher than observed, the CRe popu-
lation cannot be dominated by secondaries or else the γ-ray
flux prediction exceeds upper limits. This suggests neither
component, primaries or secondaries, can be consistently ig-
nored. The observations of Coma can only be explained by
a hybrid population of primary CRe which are being con-
tinuously injected into the cluster and secondary CRe which
arise from hadronic interactions. A more detailed treatment
is therefore necessary to examine CR transport in the Coma
cluster. We leave such a treatment for future work, but spec-
ulate that the inclusion of a small secondary component in
the primary-dominated analysis would alleviate the limits
derived here: the presence of secondaries implies less accel-
eration of primary CRe is needed to produce the observed
radio emission, which in turn implies CRp are produced at
a slower rate.
Finally, we reiterate that while we have specified our
results to the example of the Coma cluster, the analysis is
general and can be used on any individual system reasonably
approximated by spherical symmetry.
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